HALLOWEEN MOVIE LIST

01. HOCUS POCUS
02. TWITCHES
03. HALLOWEENTOWN
04. GHOSTBUSTERS
05. GOOSEBUMPS
06. THE SIXTH SENSE
07. CASPER
08. SCARY STORIES TO TELL IN THE DARK
09. THE ADDAMS FAMILY
10. THE HAUNTED MANSION
11. MONSTER HOUSE
12. CORALINE
13. A QUIET PLACE
14. VAMPIRES VS. THE BRONX
15. CORPSE BRIDE
16. THE VILLAGE
17. BEETLEJUICE

HORROR BOOK LIST

01. THE LONG WALK
   by Richard Bachman and Stephen King
02. THE FEAR ZONE
   by K. R. Alexander
03. ASYLUM
   by Madeleine Roux
04. TEN
   by Gretchen McNeil
05. MARY: A SUMMONING
   by Hillary Monahan
06. THE DEAD GIRLS OF HYSTERIA HALL
   by Katie Alender
07. GHOST WOOD SONG
   by Erica Waters
08. TWO CAN KEEP A SECRET
   by Karen M. McManus
09. JACKABY
   by William Ritter
10. NIGHTMARES!
   by Jason Segel and Kristen Miller